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U9s

Session 5: Passing 2

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

GATE PASSING: (10-15min)
Set up numerous small goal
with cones about 1-2 yards
apart. Kids partner up and
have one ball between
them. They dribble around
and then pass to their
partner through a gate.
Then dribble and pass into
another gate

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

4 CORNER GOALS
(15-20min)
Set up a grid with a cone at
each corner. Each corner
cone is a goal. Play 3v3 and
teams can go to any of the
4 goals.

-Non-kicking foot is key in this
activity
-Keeping the ball on the ground
makes it easier to receive
-Proper pace to get through the
gate

Progression:
-See how many they can get in 30
seconds
-Only inside foot, only outside, only
left, etc...

Discover Question:
-What did you have to do after
making a pass? After receiving a
pass?
-What were the easiest balls to
control?

Progression:
-Limit touches
-Put a defender in the circle
-No talking

-Movement to space & playing ball
to space
-Changing direction
-Triangles
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Progression
-Play 3v2 or 3v1
-Limit touches
-Limit cone options

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

-Technique while moving (Just this
light running will be a challenge to
keep technique correct)
-Preparing ball for pass
-Make sure your partner can receive
the pass

-Turning
-Vision
-Communication
-Technique

Activity 2

POPCORN PASSING:
(10-15min)
About 2/3 of kids outside a
grid or circle the other 1/3
inside. Inside group has a
ball. They pass the ball out
to someone on the outside
and then move to receive a
pass from a different
outside player. Then play
to another person on the
outside and repeat

Objectives
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-Easy to receive passes: on the
ground, with pace, at players feet
-Call for the ball when you want it
-Don't stop the ball dead, turn with
it, redirect it
-Quick step after first touch
Discovery Question:
-What part of the foot did you use
to turn the ball?
-What did you say when you
wanted the ball? (if you played no
talk what hand signals did you use?

-Changing direction is sometimes a
good option
-Keep moving. If you stand still you
are easy to defend
-Options are not always in front of
you.
Discover Question:
-When did you have to change the
goal you were going to?
-How did you get open and ready
to receive a pass?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
What does good effort look like to
you as a coach? Do the kids know
what you expect of them? Are the
kids encouraging each other in
their effort?
HOMEWORK
Do 20 tick-toks (Passing the ball to
from one foot to the other while
standing right above it). See if you
can do 20 in less than 10 seconds.
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